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A Note  on  Portraits
The  article  following was initiated by a study of the portraits of Richard III,

and it was  thought  that  a  few introductory comments on  these  would be useful.
The two particularly mentioned are  that  in the Queen’s collection (at Windsor),
and the one which belonged to the Paston family (now belonging to the society
of Antiquaries).1 These  were both painted  after Richard’s  lifetime, neither
dates from earlier than 1516, and possibly from  a  few  years  later,2 but  they may
have been  painted by artists  who had seen him, and the  Paston portrait  at  least  may
well be based on a now  lost  original.3 In the latter case the  question  arises as
to how close to an original a sixteenth century artist would try to keep. In
some cases the answer is obviously not very close (although this would depend
on the competence of the artist), as a study of the series of  portraits  reproduced
in the  catalogue  of the  National  Portrait Gallery exhibition shows.4

However, that a.  sixteenth  century artist could  copy a portrait  accurately
if he wished, can be shown by comparing the  great  Coronation  portrait  of
Richard II in Westminster Abbey with the  picture  of Richard II delivering the
writ of Parliament to  Ralph, lst Lord  Lumley.  The latter was commissioned
by John Lord Lumley about 1590, and in the  background  to the  picture  is  a  very
good likeness  of the Coronation portrait of Richard II.5 We  need feel  no doubt
either that  artists working within  a  few years of Richard III's  death  were capable
of producing a true  likeness. We  have  the Torrigiano bust of Henry VII,
generally accepted as being taken from life,° which shows  a face  virtually
identical to  that  in the  contemporary portrait  by Michel  Sittow, also  taken
from  life, in the National Portrait Gallery.

Finally, it may be said  that a  royal  portrait  painted in the fifteenth century
would be  expected  to have a likeness to the sitter, and not be purely an exercise
in the personification of regal  virtues, nor in propaganda. Certainly these  two
earliest portraits of Richard under discussion show few  elements  of propaganda
hostile or  otherwise, particularly in the features. It has often been remarked
that  they show a man much older than  Richard’s  33 years, and it has also been
said  that  they approximate to the  late medieval  facial type for the man of care.7
It would therefore seem likely that  some elements, at  least, of a portrait  taken
from life  exist in the copies we now  have, elements which  no  later copyist  would
have an interest in  inventing, which he would be quite capable of reproducing,
and which could accurately reflect  the contemporary view  of Richard.  P W H
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WHY  DOES RICHARD III hold  such a  fascination  over  us?  Here  is  a king with
a  reign so brief  that  in order to gain  a  glimpse of his personality we can  touch
only on the  recorded thoughts  of  those  who met  him, his own writing, and
finally, the  portraits  of him.  These portraits, on which I am building up my
views of  him, were  painted  by people, who, if not actually hostile  to  him, had,
working during later  reigns, no opportunity or wish to discover what manner
of man he was.

Perhaps, if we are  honest, the fascination of Richard lies in our lack of
knowledge of his personality as much as in the suspicions and horror of his
alleged crimes.

One wonders how often we  look  at his portraits and still see only the  stamp
of cruelty and cunning. The portraits which  I  have  in  mind  for comment
on his personality are the one in the Queen’s collection and the one which
belonged to the Paston  family.  In  both  of  these  there  appears  a  real  attempt
on the  part  of the artists to show the predominant features 1n  Richard’s  make-
up. By comparison, the picture in the  National Portrait  Gallery seems  a
harsh  and quickly executed  work by which to  hang the  tale  of a  villainous ruler.

The feelings  marked  on  Richard’s  face 1n the two mentioned portraits are
similar to  those  seen on the faces of many people  seeking help for problems
of acute or chronic anxiety.

Anxietya is a normal feeling and  m a  moderate  degree  1s  a  helpful forcc' m
keeping us alert to our  tasks  _and  able, under  stress, to increase our  efforts.
When it becomes excessive it is a. handicap. In some  people’s  lives, anxiety
may become  a dominant factor, and they are then described as  sufl'ering from
an anxiety state.  With an  acute“ anxiety state there  may be one or  more
severe attacks associated with a. stress. In  chronic  anxiety“ the  person  is
disabled  permanently to some  extent.

Many of us would admit to being rather anxious  personalities, although
there are no  figures  to  demonstrate this  in the general  population. However,
some  of us, and  here  I  include  Richard, may be  crippled  by anxiety gqawing
away throughout  our  lives.  The  marks  of anxiety in Richard’ s  portraits are
betrayed by his  preoccupied, apprehensive and distant  gaze, his frown of tension,
and the  premature  lines' 111 the face of a man in his prime.

Anxiety aflects  all of us at  times  and, as  explained, is a. very necessary
part of our coping with life. However, let us consider how constant, severe,
worry or  anxiety may arise and how it can  also  take a firm grip on our  lives—
everyday. The  problems“ it can cause are feelings of tension, fear or  panic,
with  sleep disturbed by dreams, difficulty m relaxing and m going to  sleep at all,
restlessness, irritability and  a  quick  temper.  Feelings of depression may be
super-added.

Anxiety may be  generated  in two main ways from early years but may not
always be evident or  troublesome until  adult life. The first factor12 to consider
is how  much anxiety is  inherited  from  parents.  In  people showing chronic
anxiety, one study“ has  shown that  73% of their parents and 25% of their
sisters and brothers had the  same problems.

The  second  factor 18  concerned with  the  amount  of  anxiety provoked  in
formative  years“ and how  much  stress is  experienced  and  dealt with  success-
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fully as we grow up. Here, again, genetic factors  play a  part, as the presence
of older, anxious people  in the family influence the  young who  tend  to  learn
the  timid  and  apprehensive  reactions to life  situations.  Early traumatic ex-
periences,“ such as separations from parents, also provoke anxiety in the young
chilg land 1i: later years he may react  in an  anxious  way to any real or threat-
ene  oss.

In  Richard’s  case  we cannot tell how  much  anxiety may have been in-
herited, although  there  may be a pointer in the signs of instability shown  by his
brother, Clarence. From early childhood, in  a  time  of  violence, he was  cer-
tainly subjected to anxiety-provoking situations such as captivity, exile  and
separation from parents. These  must  have made  their mark  on his  per-
sonality and as he reached teen-age years will  have made  him wary of the
precarious  state of his  existence.  He  may, by then, have felt that the only person
he  could  trust completely was himself, and  that, therefore, some  measure of
reserve and even secretiveness  were  vital to his existence.

What was  a  trivial stress for one  person  could be overwhelming for Richard
if he had  become  vulnerable in this way and  developed  this  inadequate  way of
dealing with situations. It would  have  led to  many a  sleepless night  and  a  high
degree of wariness in his communications with  others.  Any change  of envir-
onment, whether social or  domestic, might  lead him to react abruptly or vio-
lently, find it  hard  to  solve  difliculties and  make  decisions without stress to
himself, or to  perform some  drastic (and later regretted) action.

He  could  well have retained insight into  these  shortcomings in his  method
of coping with life and then tried to  ‘lean  over backward  ’  in  order  to retain
respect  and popularity, and to relieve his own worry over  the  image  of himself
which  he  presented  to the world.

Any thwarting or unexpected  incident  (e.g.  Buckingham’s  rebellion) could,
in such an  anxious  and  insecure  person, elicit an initial  response  of  extreme
anger and hostility.17 This  would be a.  sudden  reaction to an  unexpected  loss
of  a source  of trust and  security, and would  resemble  the  childhood response
to separation  from  parents and friends. It would be a  hard thing to  bear  for
one who could not easily commit himself or his  real  feelings to  others.  The
ensuing rage would be akin to the  child’s  ‘temper tantrum.” His alternative
would be  a retreat  from stress. If the intrigues of  court  life  became a  burden
or  a  potential threat he might  seek  relief in surroundings where he  felt  secure.
We  know that  he had this facility available in the North, and it is  here that  we
might expect  to see the personality of Richard in its  most  relaxed and  happy
form. Unfortunately, in  turning from the court he must  have  been aware of
possible dangers coming from  that  quarter, particularly the danger of himself
appearing as  a  relatively unknown  ‘  quantity ’  when most needed  by his family
and country and, of  course, when he had  most need  of them.

At this point it is  interesting to consider how far his  attainment  of the Crown
could  have been  partially created  by himself  in his  anxiety over  the  future
of his  family and the  country.  The  idea  of  further  war may have  precipitated
his  move  to the  throne  in his  need  to feel  ‘  wanted  ’  (in  a  child-like way) and
also  to avoid more bloodshed. His  need  to  please (stemming from similar
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childlike feelings to avoid anxiety) may have  required the  minimum  of promp-
ting. With the  step once taken the consequences had  gone beyond  his control;
he would have placed himself in a position in which he could be influenced and
exploited  by others. An impulse may have  played  a  part in his decision to
hold  the  Crown, but remorse, coupled with feelings of guilt and fear, may have
set in too  late.  By this one act he had increased his anxiety by an enormous
amount.

Some attempts  to decrease anxiety are found in  people  who adopt a  very
rigid“ or obsessional pattern in their lives. The obsessional person adheres
to a very orderly, careful and conscientious life.19 Changes are resisted and
if they do occur tend to  cause  anxiety. If Richard had adopted this  mech-
anism  of  keeping his anxiety within  normal limits any deviation from the
routine could  trigger panic or impulsive action. He may have developed
the conviction that  others  were deliberately against him and  upsetting him.
This  would be an indication of his feelings of inadequacy with  oversensitivity
to criticism and an inability to  accept  any form of praise. He would tend to
retreat more  into himself, brooding on his worries and never sharing them, or
act in  a  hostile  manner to the bewilderment of  those  about him. Again, the
feelings of insecurity would arise and personal losses would  have  weighed
heavily upon  him.

It is not  uncommon  for one in this  state  of  severe, longstanding anxiety
eventually to tip into a  state  of depression20 with  its accompanying agitation,
lack of  sleep, unfounded feelings of guilt, withdrawal and  lack  of all  interests.
When  one remembers that towards the end of his reign Richard was  also  suffer-
ing from the  shock  of the deaths of his wife and  son, the  grief  or mourning
process21 may have  pushed  him to the  stage  of depression  where  life is no  longer
worth  living. One wonders, had Richard  reached  that  point  when Bosworth
came upon him?  Had he  come  to the  state  where  anxiety and depression  were
his enemies and he no  longer  had the will, strength or wish to  fight them?
Was his final  charge  in the battle seen by him as a chance to end all the un-
certainties and burdens with which his life had  become surrounded ?
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CORRECTION
In  ‘The  Changing View  from Oxford.  111’ by R. C. Hairsine  (Ricara'ian, 1976,

vol. 55) the date in line 24 on page 21 should read  ‘1607_’ and not  ‘1507’ as printed:
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